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ৃগথবহটাকতরছাট 
 

রিিাগআিাগিেএেরাগঙন গে[বোোগেয়া, জািিাণহ] 
এখানকােবাঙারহোএকাংকৃগতক্োেআগয়াজন
কগেগছরাি: "Surmayee Shaam"। খবজগিগছর, রিগ ে
আটি টগিেগনগয়, গবরিিখাজীেগজর, োকেিাগেঅনবিে
বাঁ হআেরিবা হলেটাচাগমিেত গখাড়তবরা।গবগকরাঁচটা
রথগকোতএগাগোটাঅগি, িাগঝখাওয়ািাওয়ােগবেগতআধ
ঘটা।ওইিগয়বাইগেেউগ াগনঅগনকতুণ  রছগরগিগয়গিে
াগথআরাগরা, বড়োররাগগছর। াৎইর, আিাগিে
কগরগজে৯ো/৯ৌ-েইগরকগিকোগরেছার, আিাোগথএকট
রছগরেআরাকগেগয়গিগরা: "অগ াকিা, এেনািরাি, 
নেগেিবোগিরথগকআিাগিেপাং ানরিখগতএগগছ, ওেবাবা-িা
িজগনইগব.ই. কগরগজেঅোরাগি।" ুগনআিােখবইআর
জাগগরা।বলাি: "রাি, রতািােবাবা-িােনািগক, রকান
বছগো কগেগছগরনওঁো?" রািবগলা: " রকানবছেরটা
রতাআগিিকবরগতােগছনা, তগবআিােবাবােনািগবলব
েকাে, িাগয়েনািইগদো।" আগিবলাি: "রাি, আগিবগর
গিগিরকানবছগে, ৌ৯৬৯-এেবো্, আিোএকাগথইা 
কগেগছরাি।" 
রািরতাঅবাক! 

  

ৃগথবহটাকতরছাট, তাইনা?  

 অশ োক মুখো্জি   



।। একট ইয়ােকহ।। 

 

গগনহরেগগগগগয়রঁগকবগরন--রেগবছটাগক!  

আগিঅগনি রতািায়কগেমাবুগনি ? 

আেত গিগিবাোরআিােনাগিঢারগবগবল!  

 

অবাকগয়অায়িািাাতরজাড়কগেথাগক , 

গেগিনগতকগেবগর-- াতও, গগনহ!  

আগিরঁচহেিাগকরতািােনাগিগকছবগরগন। 

 

ুধবগরগছ--বকথায়িাওরকনকান, 

একটাকথায়গকচগরমাগবরতািােিান!  

জাননাকথােৃগেকথাজড়গরয়রগারগমাগ, 

করগকরাাগতয়কতিগেি াগ!  

 

এইতকথাআগিবগরগছ, বরিদগককগেগছ? 

একট নেগিগগনহবরগর--থাকঅগনকগয়গছোলণ!  

আবােওবরগছ---আিায়কেগতএগানা ালণ। 

জানাআগছরতািােকাুকহগতি , বুননা,  
গমাগরগরইঅগনেেকাগছআিােনাগিবাগনগয়বরা। 

 

এবাগেগতিািাএকট াকগেবরগরন 

জাগনাগগনহ,  আগিরচহেিাগকগকবগরগছ!  

আগিবগরগছ--"র ানরচহেিা, বউগিমাবগরগছ  

ররতারতািােে রুধগেগিগতরচগয়গছ, 

মাগতেগবলেগতেগতনায়, এইধেগণেিোয়। 

আেজানইরতাবকাতাগকইমায়মাগকোরবাায়।  

রতািােবউগিগকুখাোিানলনয়"। 

 

বঝগরগগনহ, এইুগনরচহেিাগকবগরগছ? 

"িািাত গিিকবগরছ,  

বউগিআেি াঁচজনােিতরয়"। 

গগনহকাগছইগছগরন, িািাগকজগড়গয়ধেগরন,  

বরগরন--গতে?  িােগছানারতাইয়ােকহ?  

 

                      -------------- 

              ---অধহেিা। 

 



A Short Trip to Bishnupur Forest 

Dipankar Ghosh 

 

Five members of BEC69 family, namely - Kishore, Snadip, Arijit , Arun and myself 

planned for a pleasure motor-trip with families to Bankura forest. Accordingly we met 

at Dankuni toll plaza on 7th February’17, 10 AM and started for a long drive along 
Durgapur Highway towards Jaipur Reserve Forest. The route was via Tarkeswar and 

Arambagh towns and the road condition was excellent all along. 

After about three and half hours we reached the destination at “Banalata Forest 
Resort” inside Jaipur forest.  The resort is very well decorated by beautiful gardens. 

The arrangements of fooding and lodging were completely satisfactory. It is basically 

a well managed agricultural firm which produces all sorts of vegetables, grows 

poultry products, maintains big cattle and fisheries in a number of ponds. Food 

served to the restaurants are all grown in this firm. Even dishes like quill and emu 

were served in meals.. The bungalow-rooms are furnished with most modern 

amenities. 

Next morning we travelled to the near-by historical city BISHNUPUR of  Mallaraj 

kingdom. We visited different Hindu temples, all nicely decorated by Bengal’s 

traditional art work, - Terracotta. The tourist spots of Lalji and Radha-Syam temples 

are very well maintained by the Department of Tourism, West Bengal. The 

preservation work of picturesque  Jora-Bungalow was under process.  The big lake 

of  Lal Bandh is famous for the story of great queen Lalbai who committed suicide 

along with his husband to save Bishnupur kingdom. Chhinnamasta temple is famous 

in the region.  Dal Madal Kaman is said to be operated by Lord Madan Mohon to 

save Bishnupur from the external Bargi attack by Bhaskar Pandit. Rash Mancha was 

constructed by Mallabhum rulers. Thousands of visitors from India and abroad visit 

for the unique design and decor, every day. Local Handloom Sarees, namely 

Baluchari, Swarnachari and Bishnupuri Silk Sarees are very famous. Ladies of our 

group purchased some of those products.  

The next day, on our return journey we visited the temples of KAMARPUKR and 

JAIRAMBATI and holy pilgrimage of TARAKESWAR. We shall remember this trip 

long for enjoyable motor drive, comfortable stay, beautiful tourist spots and hour long 

Adda-sessions with friends. 

                                     ____________________________________   

 



















































FICTITIOUS BONG INVENTORS OF ATOMIC ENGINE – A HILARITY                                                      

Dipak Bhattacharya 

About the article 

The author possesses some kind of weirdness   that Rabi Thakur termed as          । Like  a 

person having such a trait,  he looks for gems  in ashes   (                  শ     ) 

and voila -  sometimes gets it.  Based o  o e such ge , this article has been written.  The 

article should be read with some stimulating liquid in a proper container in hand, and of 

course, gulping the liquid down the aorta. 

IF IT WERE TRUE – IF INDEED IT WERE TRUE – as thought by H G Wells in 1913 in a science 

fiction ( The World Set Free ) 

QUOTE 

It was in 1953 that the first Holsten-Roberts engine brought induced radio-activity into the 

sphere of industrial production, and its first general use was to replace the steam-engine in 

electrical generating stations.  Hard upon the appearance of this came the Dass-Tata 

engine--the invention of two among the brilliant galaxy of Bengali inventors the 

modernisation of Indian thought was producing at this time--which was used chiefly for 

automobiles, aeroplanes, water planes, and such-like, mobile purposes. The American 

Kemp engine, differing widely in principle but equally practicable, and the Krupp-Erlanger 

came hard upon the heels of this, and by the autumn of 1954 a gigantic replacement of 

industrial methods and machinery was in progress all about the habitable globe. Small 

wonder was this when the cost, even of these earliest and clumsiest of atomic engines, is 

compared with that of the power they superseded. Allowing for lubrication the Dass-Tata 

engine, once it was started cost a penny to run thirty-seven miles, and added only nine and 

quarter pounds to the weight of the carriage it drove. It made the heavy alcohol-driven 

automobile of the time ridiculous in appearance as well as preposterously costly. For 

many years the price of coal and every form of liquid fuel had been clambering to levels that 

made even the revival of the draft horse seem a practicable possibility, and now with the 

abrupt relaxation of this stringency, the change in appearance of the traffic upon the world's 

roads was instantaneous. In three years the frightful armoured monsters that had hooted 

and smoked and thundered about the world for four awful decades were swept away to the 

dealers in old metal, and the highways thronged with light and clean and shimmering 

shapes of silvered steel. At the same time a new impetus was given to aviation by the 

relatively enormous power for weight of the atomic engine, it was at last possible to add 

Redmayne's ingenious helicopter ascent and descent engine to the vertical propeller that 

had hitherto been the sole driving force of the aeroplane without overweighting the 

machine, and men found themselves possessed of an instrument of flight that could hover 

or ascend or descend vertically and gently as well as rush wildly through the air. The last 

dread of flying vanished. As the journalists of the time phrased it, this was the epoch of the 



Leap into the Air. The new atomic aeroplane became indeed a mania; every one of means 

was frantic to possess a thing so controllable, so secure and so free from the dust and 

danger of the road, and in France alone in the year 1943 thirty thousand of these new 

aeroplanes were manufactured and licensed, and soared humming softly into the sky. 

UNQUOTE 

WELL – IT IS NOT TRUE BUT FICTION 

The earlier paragraph has been taken from the section 3 of the 1913-written and 1914-

pu lished “ ien e Fi tion World “et Free  y H G Wells. The book talks about harnessing 

the locked-up immense energy inside atoms of heavy elements like uranium and thorium –
to make  bombs as well to use  for cheap motive power. The Hungarian born Physicist Leo 

Szilard read this book in 1932 – the same year when the neutron was discovered by the 

English Experimental Physicist James Chadwick  - a discovery that for all purposes ended 

Alchemy.  The conversion of one element to another was now in the hands of man. The 

possibility of unlocking the energy of an atom by repeated events (later established as chain 

reaction) as written by H G Wells in his book, got imprinted in the mind of Szilard. He along 

with Enrico Fermi patented a design of a Nuclear Reactor.  Szilard was substantially and 

significantly responsible to convince the US Government to put money and manpower to 

build up the atomic bomb. Szilard like many other scientists at that time were afraid that 

Hitler with Heisenberg as the Head of the Atomic Energy related activities, might be 

planning for a bomb like this, and he must be beaten in the race. 

Scenario on Atomic Physics in 1913-14 

Niels Bohr was still not there around with his atomic model.  Rutherford’s  model was still in 

vogue.  Natural radioactivity was there for many years but – the mechanism in terms of 

nuclear reactions was not understood, the discovery of neutron was still far off. Under these 

circumstances, the thought process of Wells on atomic energy is remarkable.  

WHY WELLS THOUGHT ABOUT BENGALI SCIENTISTS 

It would need a thorough research to understand why Wells though about Bengali scientists 

and named them Dass and Tata., and why he predicted that innovative ideas would come 

from Bengalis.  

Over to my BEC69ian friends. AMEN 
















